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BRAND PRESENTATION



Why rebrand?

You’ve commissioned me to design and 
build your new website. This is a fantastic 

opportunity to overhaul your current brand 
so that you stand out amongst the 

competition.



Your current brand.



Time to freshen up.

Your current branding is in need of an 
uplift. You don’t have a recognisable style 
and as a result it’s not easy to distinguish 

you from your competitors. 



You and your competitors.

Having researched your competitors, it’s clear that there is a 
distinct lack of personality in the lice treatment industry.

These logos are generic and lack personality.
They are not instantly recognisable.



Your customers love you
and your personality.

She came in smiling, 
immediately put the whole 

family at ease, and turned out 
to be as professional and 

competent as she is sweet.

Made an insane experience, 
tolerable. She was very friendly 
and answered every question 

we had. Eliana, you are 
amazing! Gracias!

5 stars all the way! Eliana is 
very professional and has a 

sweet disposition. My children 
took a liking to her and she had 

the entire family lice free.

“ “ “



Clients see you as
a positive person.

You make your
clients verry happy!

+





Your new logo represents
your clients’ overwhelming joy.
It also represents your friendly

approach as a company.







Colours are important.

None of your competitors have an 
appealing colour palette. They’re all very 

conservative, opting for corporate palettes 
consisting mainly of blues and greys.



Let’s be di�erent.

Secondary Palette



A positive, energetic,
& flexible colour palette.



Evolving your photography style.

Nearly all of your competitors use cheesy 
stock photography. These type of photos 
are unprofessional and aren’t authentic.



We can use
better photos.



Bringing your brand to life.



Charlie can
now focus on
what he loves
and does best!

(646) 838-2011 largerthanlice.com

We got rid of Charlie’s head lice  
super fast. Not quite as fast as him 
running the 100 metres though.

Speak to the experts today











We make our clients smile!
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Learn more

We are experts in head lice removal.
We’re also pretty good at making

our clients happy!

Why lice treatment?

Choosing a Lice Treatment Group, will 
enable your entire family to be checked and 
treated in one simple visit. We will eliminate 

your family's head lice in just one visit.
Learn more

How does it work?

Choosing a Lice Treatment Group, will 
enable your entire family to be checked and 
treated in one simple visit. We will eliminate 

your family's head lice in just one visit.
Learn more

Why are the benefits?

Choosing a Lice Treatment Group, will 
enable your entire family to be checked and 
treated in one simple visit. We will eliminate 

your family's head lice in just one visit.
Learn more



Thank you!


